15TH SEPTEMBER 1807: THE NAPOLEONIC LAND
REGISTRY WAS CREATED
Under the Ancien Régime, urbaria were used to establish taxes and were the forerunners of the land
registry. Until 1789, the property tax was a tax system by quota, i.e. it required a total sum from a territory,
without taking into account how it was distributed among people. After the French Revolution, from 1801
to 1807, a "cadastre par masse et nature de cultures" (land registry by crop mass and nature) was created
(instruction dated 2 Pluviôse year IX and decree dated 12 Brumaire year XI). It divided the territory of the
communes using natural boundaries, however the system didn’t allow for easy taxation and was dropped.

Napoleon I improved the land registry and made it more modern

Map of the Napoleonic land registry, 4p37.
©AD77

The general plot land registry, known as "Napoleonic", was set up by the Finance Act dated 15th September 180
7 (decree dated 27th January 1808). Like the land registry by crop mass and nature, it allowed for taxation by di
stribution, a fairer type of taxation since it took into account the rental value of each plot and the income of eac
h owner.
A "plot" was de ned as a portion of land with the same type of crop and belonging to the same owner. To establ
ish the land registry, the plots of land in each commune were surveyed, mapped and classi ed according to soil
fertility. Properties, whether they were built (such as houses and buildings) or not (such as meadows, vineyards
, elds and so on) were identi ed, along with each plot owner. The project, which included measuring, estimatin
g and drawing plots of land in about 40,000 communes, i.e. several hundred million plots, would be carried out
over several decades.
In addition to their scal purpose, cadastral documents also had an administrative purpose: proving property o
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wnership. The land registry was made up of two main types of documents: topographical land documentation (
plans) and handwritten land documentation (registers). Three documents were produced in the 19th century: th
e plan, the section status and the matrix. The plot plans showed every plot of land in the commune, with each p
lot being numbered. In section statuses, the plots of land in a section were listed by number and for each of the
m, the name of the owner, the nomenclature and the tax data on the date the land registry was drawn up were in
dicated. Cadastral matrices were registers indicating the list of plots belonging to each owner.
For each commune, cadastral plans were drawn up in two copies: the minute plan was kept in the commune an
d was the one on which the chief surveyor worked, and the "department" or "prefecture" copy was kept at the pr
operty tax o ce to which the commune belonged (there was one o ce per district). The latter copy was deposi
ted in the Department archives.

Modi cation over 100 years after being created
The Napoleonic land registry plot plans were designed to be de nitive and were not supposed to be updated. H
owever, the land registry was redesigned from the 1930s to the 1970s. Revision through updating (since 1930)
was carried out on the basis of the old map (the old boundaries were erased and replaced with the new ones).
Faced with the di culty of carrying out such revision, from 1941 onwards, renovation was carried out, which wa
s a total overhaul of the map. New readings were taken. New maps, a new section status and new matrices we
re drawn up. The aim was to revise the property assessments used as the basis for taxation. One of the
reforms followed the entry into force in 1955 of the obligation to publish land registry information with the Mort
gage Registry. As a result of these reforms, the old references in the plot land registry were scrapped and a ne
w numbering system was introduced: sections were now marked with a double letter ("AB" for example).
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